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ABSTRACT

u,atplna is a term used to denote 'he practice of
drioking water in the early morning immediately after getting
up. This is be lrved to bestow good health and longevity.

This practice is not mentioned in earlier classics. However,
water of various sources is described in all classics. Bath is
very important as a pbysical and religious purificatory agent
for which water is necessary. Susrutasamhitii mentions that
the best time for collection of bhauma water (water from earthly
sources like tanks etcj is early morning. Only medieval works
describe usahpana. Anandakanda, Bhivaprakasa describe it
in detail. 1\ is found in medieval siddha and yoga works
also; but yoga works mention the taking in of water through
nostrils.

U!jal}pana is a term used to denote the practice of drinking small
quantity of water immediately after getting up in the early hours before
sunrise. It is believed to bestow good health and longevity,

Dinacarya (daily regimen) is dealt with in almost all medical clas ,
sics of ancient and medieval periods. Under this title, the regimen
from getting up in the early morning to going to bed in the night are
discussed in detail. Sleep. sexual enjoyment and usahpana, if included.
are dealt with under ratr icary a (regimen of night). But usahpana does
not find place in any of the available ayurvedic ancient classics.

Water is
medica): gunas
described.

described
(qualities

in all classics under dravyaguna (materia
or effects) of water of different sources are

It is well known that water has an important place in Indian tradi-
tion as a physical and religious purificatory agent. Water is praised
very much in several ways in Indian tradition. In Vedic rites and later
religious practices water attracted great importance as a physical, spiri;
tual and religious purificatory agent.

Taking bath daily twice or at least once is compulsory. The quali-
ties attributed to bath naturally apply to water also. when it is used for
bach.
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According to Carakasamhita, snana (bath )is pure (causes purifi-
cation)removes tiresomeness. sweat and dirt from the body and has aphro ,
disiac and life-prolonging effects; giving strength to the body and
ojas is also attributed. A~~aIigahrdaya and A~!aIigasaIigraha also
describe snana as dl pana (increasing the gastric fire). vr sya (aphro-
disiac) and ayuHa (life prolonging). Such qualities of bath are found
mentioned at other places also.

The qualities or effects (gutlas) of water are mentioned in different
medical classics. In Carakasamhita all water is said to be originating
from aindra (coming from Indra i. e. from the rain) ; this rain water.
while falling and after falling on earth. is to be known according to the
effects or influence of the region and time. Divya water.water collec-
ted directly from rain before dropping on the earth-is Suci (pure) and
siva (wholesome or auspicious). While commenting this. Cakrapan]
quotes from the previous chapter as sivaJ:.t khalvapah.f In Carakasarn-
hita water of differen t seasons and different rivers is described. In
Susrutasarnhita also water of atmosphere is mentioned as having
unrnanifest taste, and as arnr ta and jivana. Amrta is interpreted by
~alhatla as -nectar.Iike', because it does not provoke humours. Increa;
sing ojas and sustaining the life are meant by jivana. After this water
of different sources and different regions etc. is described. Similar
qualities are mentioned by other classics and later nighantu works.

Harnsodaka is water of sarat season (period of two months between
rainy and winter seasons) after the appearance of the star agastya,

After Varsartu follows Sarat. when the sky is clear and the sun and
the moon appear clearly due to cloudless sky. Water in different sour-
ces settles down and is heated by the rays of the sun during day and
cooled by the rays of the moon during night. This water after the'
appearance of agastya star, coinciding with sarat season is praised as
very good and is equated to nectar. The word harnsa denotes both the SUD

and tbe moon. Water purified by the rays .of the sun and moon is' ter-
med harnsodaka.

. .... ".
1. However, in the text, in place of Siva, saurnya is found and it means water is cold

or related to moon,
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Ha rnsodaka is also referred to as effective and useful in many places
in medical and non-medical literature. It is common to describe
harnsodaka when the sarat season is described. In all these references
water is praised as nectar-like and very wholesome to health; but usah-
pana i~ not mentioned.

J

In Susrutasarnhita, first the qualities of atmospheric water are
described which are interesting. This water has no manifest taste, is
necter-Iike, jJvana (sustains the pranas-Iife-, tarpana (creates satisfaction)
and is asvasajanana (produces soothing effect). It also removes srallla
(tiresomenessj. pipasa (thirst I, drowsiness and (excessive) sleep. It is
the best among the wholesome substances. This last quality is suppor-
ted by the commentators because it can be given without any hesitation
during all times, in all regions. and to all persons as well as in all
diseases. These qualities which refer to the uncontaminated pure natu-
ral water do suggest that water has life-prolonging and health-improving
qualities.

In Susrutasamhita. it is mentioned that the best time for the col-
lection of bhauma water (water from earthly sources like tanks, rivers
etc) is pratyusas i.e. early morning. This may be taken to suggest
that it is better to drink water in the early morning.

Carucarya a compilation from the works on nJ ti. vaidya and
dharma by King Bhoja describes the daily regimen in a detailed manner.
This work. supposed to belong to 11th century A. D. indicates ushah ,
pana in only two verses.

Only two medieval works appear to have mentioned usahpana
in detail. These are Anandakanda and Bhavaprakasa. This suggests
thai usahpana was prevalent and popular prior to 16th century AD.
No direct references are available in either medical or nou-.medical
literature to prove the existence of the practice of usahpana before
this period. The detailed description of usahpana in these two trea-
tises suggests that it is a gradual development probably evolved by the
influence of yoga or siddha.

Bhavaprak asa mentions that eight pras r tis (handfuls) of water are
to be taken in at the time of or just before the sun rise. Having done
this. one lives for his full life-span of hundred years, devoid of disease
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and old age. Bhavaprakasa also lays down that the proper time of
drinking water starts from the fourthprahara :eighth part of a whole
day) of the night and this is substantiated by a quotation of Bhoja,
According to some other sutra (name not quoted) the time is before the
sunrise. This tantra also gives the quantity as 9 pras rt is. The water
is qualified with the word paryusita (stale) which clearly shows that it
is to be collected and kept in some utensil in the previous night. Bhava;
prak asa also lists about 20 diseases which are cured by water taken at
the end of the night.

The dinacarya in Yasastilakacampu of Somadeva of 10th century
A. D. does not mention usahpana.

i\nandakanda is a South Indian work on mainly rasa. It is said
to be revealed by Mahabha irava and on this basis some scholars hold
it as an ancient work but the internal evidence restricts the critics to
allot it to a period later than 16th century AD. A big chapter of nine
pages with 94 verses is devoted in i\nandakanda to Usahpanarasayana.
The addition of the word rasayana to us ahpana shows that this practice
prolongs the span of life and delays the onset of old age. In this work
the word rasayana is also added to sadacara, implying thereby tbat
sadacara (good conduct) also acts as ras ayana ,

In this chapter, Bhairavi, having heard several divine rasayanas,
asks Bhairava to expound a rasayana. which is easily available and
easy to prepare. is divine and gives immediate results. and is useful and
wholesome for children. women. impotent. old and diseased. Water of
Gariga. of a river. tank or well is to be filled in a new pot and kept
on a majica in the sun. Water will become cleared off of all defects
by the divine sun rays; it should also be kept exposed to the rays of
moon during night. Several fragrant substances like cardamom. us ira,
camphor. sandal etc can also be added. It is also to be fanned by

a fan which is made of us ira and on which water has been sprinkled.
It is also named as harnsodaka. This is advised to be taken in before
the appearance of the cons tella t ion annradha in the sky.

Manasollasa. an encyclopaedic work by King Some svara has a
small section called 'paDI yabhoga '. The followng verse praises the
water "water is the life of living beings and life is de pendeot oa water;
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hence unconscious (beings) become alive (conscious) when they are
sprinkled with water". In Padarthagunacintamani. a siddba work,
one small reference to usahpana occurs. It mentions that a person who
drinks water immediately after getting up, becomes healthy, his provoked
pitta becomes normal, excretion of urine and stools goes without any
obstruction i. e. normally and the deranged humours become normal.
The date of this work is not known. It is possible that usahpana
might have entered ayurvedlc field from siddha system.

In Yoga literature mention of this practice is made but drawing
in water is through norstrils and the time is morning. This act is per-
formed after attending to the daily excretary acts (passing of urine and
stools and brushing the teeth). This may be a development of usahpana
or vice versa. The following verse in Gherandsamhita is interesting;
"Stand in neck deep water, draw in water through the two nostrils and
throw it out through the nostrils. One should do this again and again.
This is the grea t Matanginl mudra, the destroyer of old age and death".

One verse in Yogaratnakara also mentions drawing in water thro-
ugh nortrils, in the early morning after getting up at the end of the
night. ..A person who regularly takes in water through nose early
morning at the end of the night, becomes intelligent, his sight becomes
acute like eagle, his hair do not become grey, the skin does not show
folds and he is freed from all the diseases".

There is a small manuscript entitled -usabpan] yam' in TMSSM
Library. Tanjavur. The date and any other details are not known. Is
appears to be a compilation of late medieval period. After only one
verse in praise of Lord siva (or moon) subject of usahpana starts.
There is no colophon. Though there are no clues to establish the iden-
tity of the compiler or date of it, it establishes the importance of
usahpana in late medieval period as it is an independent compilation in
this special aspect. It states that usahpana is rasayana and is to be
practised or followed by all, as it normalises all the three humours and
gives strength to senses. This work advocates preferbly the use or
hamsodaka for usahpaua,
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